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1. In film or TV, what is construction when referring to
representation?

b) How a film or TV programme is filmed and edited

2. Which of these is an example of anchorage?

b) A tagline on a film poster

3. If you wanted to represent someone as small or not very
commanding – what type of camera shot would you choose?

c) A high angle shot

4. A positive representation of women in a drama would see them
as…

c) Active

5. Media representations of 'beauty' are sometimes controversial
because…

a) They present an unrealistic image created with technological
manipulation

6. What might change the representation of an event in a magazine
photo?

b) The wording of the caption used

Resource One
Model Answers

Answers

Data 
interpretation
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1. What are the ads trying to say? Propaganda Poster Analysis

Poster 2: Message-that women working on the land are healthy and
happy. How, themes, colours-Bright, happy, colours of gold and
orange , smiling and fresh-faced. Idyllic countryside.

2. Sample poster

Framing Techniques:

Slogan-High Tech-Horticulture

Happy farmer, green growing colours,

Hydroponics looks high-tech and scientific

3. Image analysis

Image 2: Major subject: Timber corp. worker. Composition-the
women is center with trees to the back, slightly faded, and the front
with an axe focusing on the woman and her work felling trees. Trying
to say-That you can still be feminine and happy doing hard work.
What clues support this-Smiling, foot back and up and putting on
make-up. Clues-She is smiling and fit looking (+). Purpose-to get more
women to join the Timber Corps. Successful-yes, because you want to
smile along with her when you look at it. It’s fun and engaging.

Resource Two
Model Answers

Answers
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Resource Three
Activities

1. Think about what the ads are trying to say. What are the benefits of
inclusive advertising and what are the concerns? What stereotypes
are being portrayed?

Students should be able to discuss how more diversity means more
realistic people are portrayed while concerns could be a feeling of
forcing an opinion, lifestyle or stereotype of a certain type of person
into the media. Stereotypes will be dependent on the student’s
exposure and personal feelings but might cover that the people
portrayed need makeup to make them beautiful.

2. Write up your list as well as a listing of the different framing
techniques shown (type font, colour selection, angles, etc).

Example answers: Pastel colours are softer and ‘feminine’ in nature.
The font is retro and the angled head position is subservient in nature.

3. Now design your own ad for a beauty product showcasing diversity.
What did you include and why? What did you leave out? Who is your
audience?

Students should explain the thought process behind their design as
above in both verbal and paragraph form.

Activities
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1. How have the papers attempted to fix different meanings and how
does this reveal their bias (political, gender)?

Example answer: By focusing on stereotypical female roles they
minimize her impact as a political head. The font selection is
dismissive and the topics crude turning her into a sex object.

2. What do you think was the original intent behind the poster? Was
this met, how or why not? Explain which of the following best fits for
you: Strongly agree (dominant-hegemonic position), Strongly disagree
(oppositional position), or Partially agree (negotiated position) and
why? How do you think others felt seeing it and why?

Example answer: the original intent was to show that there are a lot
of outsiders waiting to get into the UK. No. Strongly disagree; it is
reminiscent of Nazi posters and shows xenophobia.

3. Consider the six example role models. List descriptive personality
words about each of them, then create a word cloud with these
personality adjectives or characteristics. See resource for example
word cloud.

4. Is there anyone you look up to or feel have similar traits? What
about yourself? Compare and Contrast.

Should be similar to above.

5. Read the Guardian article on Colonel Dame Kelly Holmes. Have you
come across an ad or show where you felt misrepresented? How did it
make you feel, what kinds of bias did it include? How could the media
have better represented you? Why do you think it was framed in this
way originally? Free-write your ideas and thoughts.

This does not need to be turned in, however, it could be used as a pre-
writing example for a more in-depth project. Answers should discuss
the framing techniques mentioned previously, camera angle,
dialogue/text, colour selection, etc as well as their feelings.

Resource Four
Model Answers

Answers

Data 
interpretation
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1. Take the What is your Leadership style? Example SWOT analysis for
Democratic Leadership

S-inclusive, non-judgmental, encourages creativity

W-procrastination, arguments, takes time

O-team building, everyone can do it, encourages honesty and
job satisfaction

T-poorly defined, not the best results (due to consensus), lack
of responsibility

How to mitigate: a clear goal and outcome is necessary. Clear timings
and job duties, open atmosphere for communication is also needed.

2. What type of Leadership style:

a. Involves setting goals and letting employees work at their own
pace? Visionary Leaders

b. Is considered highly authoritative and almost militaristic?
Commanding Leaders

c. Is all about relationships? Affiliative Leaders

3. How would you explain their job in a transformation way?

A transformational manager/leader is are role-models who emphasise
team-work and coaching. Training of a new employee, then, would
focus on showing how to do the task, giving options based upon
feedback from the employee, and making sure they know what
exactly is needed and why. This means they may physically show how
to plough a field and plant the seeds, give written directions with
pictures, and check in on them over the day to make sure they are
alright and understand the task set.

4. See example mind map in resource book.

Resource Five
Model Answers

Answers

Data 
interpretation
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Resource Six
Activities

Think about how the media represents audiences in a different movie,
television, or book series franchise, then answer the following
questions.

1. What terms are popularly used to describe audiences? Are they
positive or negative? Do they assume the audience to be
homogenous or diverse? Are they describing people like you?
What common anxieties are expressed in newspaper headlines,
for example? What questions might these perceptions, or
anxieties, lead policy makers and the public to ask researchers?

Example answer: Star Trek: geeks, nerds, anti-social. Negative and
homogeneous. Not really. Gamers, lack of relationships, living at
home or multimillionaires. How to increase STEM training or create
more remote jobs.

2. Now take your answers and craft 3 different advertisements, one
each from a dominant, oppositional and negotiated viewpoint.

Example (ad) poster for dominant viewpoint reinforcing geek-dom
within Star Trek © iposter.

3. How do the two activities compare? What does your first media
assume and how do they lead you where they want your to go? How
does changing the framing alter the message? Why is understanding
this important and how could it be used by the media?

Answers will vary but should include colour and composition
differences, framing and messaging. Students should be able to
describe how those changes could alter the interpretation of the
media by the public.

Activities
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Final
Reflection Activity
Further Guidance

Each research project is unique based upon the show selected. The selection does not need to be
in English, but quotes will need to be translated and cultural commentary explained for an English
audience. If selecting a show from a different time period, for example the 1980s, make note of
clothing and cultural stereotypes from the time. Did women work outside the home? How many
minorities or people of different cultures/abilities are represented? What do these tell you about
the culture represented?

The following resources may be useful in structuring or thinking about your project:

Blose, Maud. (2020). Stereotypes: Contribution of soap opera media text to women’s identity 
construction. Agenda. 34. 1-6. 10.1080/10130950.2019.1686304. 

Nash, Zakary. (2018). Portrayal of women in films, soap operas. The Jakarta Post. 
https://www.thejakartapost.com/life/2018/03/06/portrayal-of-women-in-films-soap-operas.html

Suggs, Courtney. (2019). Black Women in Primetime Soap Opera: Examining Representation 
within Genre Television. Thesis.  
https://jewlscholar.mtsu.edu/bitstream/handle/mtsu/6147/Suggs_mtsu_0170N_11231.pdf?sequ
ence=1&isAllowed=y

UKEssays. (November 2018). Male Representation In Soap Operas Media Essay. Retrieved from 
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/media/male-representation-in-soap-operas-media-
essay.php?vref=1

Partners are not necessary, but the addition will offer deeper insight into the thought process. 
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